Talk about me!
Meet the aye-aye, aka the world’s weirdest primate! Its story shows us that one of the
best ways to protect the world’s wildlife is to talk to other people about it.
Can you help to spread the word?
Aye–Aye
Scientific name: Daubentonia madagascariensis
Lives: Madagascar
Population: Unknown
Weird and wonderful facts:
• Teeth never stop growing
• Super long middle finger
• Large ears that can move
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1. Read my story
Read all about the aye–aye on page 2.
2. Talk about your plans
One way to spread the word is to start a petition!
A petition tells other people about an issue and
the action you would like to take, and asks them
to add their name if they agree. When you show
the petition to someone who can make a decision,
they will see how many people care about the
issue and support the idea.
You will need: Printed petition (page 3),
colouring pencils, clipboard and pen
What to do: Complete the petition sheet, collect
as many signatures as you can and then hand it
in to your teachers or school leaders.
3. Make an aye–aye bookmark
Add the aye-aye On the EDGE bookmark to your
collection! Print, cut and fold the template on
page 4, following the instructions.
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My Story
There are loads of lemurs in Madagascar, and most look cute and

Do you know anyone who thinks that seeing a black cat or a

cuddly. Aye-ayes are the only ones that look more like Dobby from

single magpie is bad luck? Can you think of any other animal

the Harry Potter books! My ears and eyes aren’t my most unusual

superstitions? In Madagascar where we live, some people think

feature. Like a furry woodpecker, I can tap on trees to find grubs

that seeing an aye-aye is bad luck. Sometimes an aye-aye is even

hidden inside, and then dig them out of the bark. Instead of a

killed for this reason. We don’t really bring bad luck – no animal

beak, I use my long, bony middle finger!

does. But these stories can make it hard to persuade local people

Like many animals that live in Madagascar, aye-ayes can’t be
found in the wild anywhere else on Earth. We are very special

to protect us. In local language, ‘aye-aye’ means something
people don’t like to talk about!

animals. But the forests where we live are gradually being

Luckily, scientists and conservationists from around the world

replaced with grassland, coconut plantations and other kinds of

ARE talking about aye-ayes and working hard to stop us from

crops. The patches of forest left behind are far apart, so we can’t

becoming extinct. I hope that you will talk about me too! Telling

easily find other aye-ayes when it’s time to breed. It also means

our stories helps to show other people that conservation really

we are more likely to come across humans, which

can make a difference. Remember to tell them about local

can be a very bad thing.

animals that need their help, too.
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Talk about your plans
Colour in the petition to make it eye-catching. Explain how rewilding helps wildlife (you could do this in an assembly or
in person in the playground), collect as many signatures as you can and then hand it in to your teachers or school leaders.

Please listen to my story and help wildlife in YOUR local area!
The issue: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
It is important to take action because: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
The action we would like to take: •.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
					•.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
					•.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Aye–Aye Bookmark Template
Print this page and
follow the instructions
to fold an aye–aye
bookmark for
yourself or a friend!
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Take care! Ask an adult to help
you to cut out any difficult parts.
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